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ID2 is a Novel Binding Partner of MTs and Promotes K40
Acetylation
Sirt2 has been identified as a deacetylase for tubulin that
has been shown to be abnormally expressed in some AD
models, resulting in MT destabilization and Tau dissociation(9).
While the HAT and HDACs that regulate K40 acetylation are
known, other interacting proteins that regulate this tubulin
PTM has not been exhaustively studied. Yun et al. identified
ID2 as a novel α-tubulin binding partner that promotes lysine
acetylation on α-tubulin K40, as a mechanism to promote
microtubule stabilization in neurons(10). The group utilized
extensive molecular biology techniques to prove that the
phosphomimetic form of ID2 was important for interacting with

Non-Enzymatic αTAT Activity Influences MT Dynamics and
Bouton Growth in Neurons
αTAT1 acetylates tubulin at K40 on the luminal surface of MTs,
which results in a stable and long-lived form of MTs(6). Early
studies by Kalebic et al. suggested that αTAT1 may also have
non-enzymatic functions that alter MT dynamics(7). This dual
functionality is intriguing because in neuronal cells there is a
need for both long-lived MTs to stabilize axonal outgrowths,
as well as highly dynamic MTs in synaptic boutons. Coombes
et al. recently investigated whether αTAT1 was playing a role
in MT dynamics in these neuronal structures, and discovered
that indeed the non-enzymatic function of αTAT1 had profound
effects on MT dynamics(8). Using a Drosophila neuromuscular
junction (NMJ) model they showed that depletion of dαTAT
resulted in much more dynamic tubulin activity as measured
by a significant increase in ectopic bouton formation. Rescue
with either wild-type or acetyltransferase-inactive dαTAT had
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Tubulin α/β subunits are the key building blocks for microtubule
(MT) formation, and the ability of MTs to dynamically switch
between growth and shrinkage is a hallmark feature of these
cytoskeletal structures. Microtubules have many cellular
functions including facilitating cell shape, cell movement,
cell division, control of organelle transport, and many others.
Therefore, proper cell function is dictated by strict regulation
of MT dynamics, which is controlled by several mechanisms
including microtubule associated proteins (MAPs), signaling
pathways, and post-translational modifications (PTMs).
In recent years there has been an abundance of evidence that
tubulin is highly post-translationally modified, and these PTMs
such as de-tyrosination, acetylation and polyglutamylation are
critical for proper cell function(1). What’s more, dysfunction of
these PTMs have been linked to human disease(2). Tubulin
PTMs are highly studied in neurons because of the abundance
of tubulin PTMs observed in these cells, as well as their link
to neuronal disease. In particular, several studies have linked
dysfunctional tubulin acetylation to neuronal diseases such as
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease and Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
(3, 4)
. Acetylation of tubulin occurs primarily on the lysine at
position 40 (K40) on the α-tubulins of assembled MTs(reviewed in
(5))
. The predominant alpha-tubulin acetyltransferase is αTAT1.
Deacetylation of acetylated tubulin is mediated by histone
deacetylase 6 (HDAC6) or SIRT2. Acetylation at K40 has been
shown to stabilize MTs (see Figure1), which promotes a longlived phenotype in-part through modulating inter-protofilament
interactions, stabilizing the MT lattice, and allowing for selfrepair(reviewed in (5)). Here we discuss newly identified functions of
key regulators, novel binding partners, and competing PTMs
that interact with this critical tubulin PTM and their effect on
neurons.

the same effect on bouton growth, suggesting that these effects
were independent of it enzymatic function. They utilized cell free
models to show that non-enzymatic αTAT1 caused catastrophe
in dynamic MTs but not long-lived MTs. Collectively, this suggests
that αTAT1 enriches for long-lived MTs by two mechanisms, 1.
Acetylation at K40 to enhance stability, and through a nonenzymatic mechanism that promotes destabilization of dynamic
MTs. It appears that both mechanisms are active and important
in proper MT function in neurons.
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Figure 1: K40 acetylation protects microtubules from mechanical stress.
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α-tubulin, and mechanistically promotes α-tubulin incorporation into MTs. In
hippocampal neurons they showed that knockdown of ID2 led to a 20% reduction
in K40 acetylation, while overexpression produced robust acetylation at K40 of
α-tubulin. Mechanistically, ID2 augments K40 acetylation by competing with
Sirt2 for a-tubulin binding based on depletion studies in neurons and supported
with proximity ligation assays. These findings correlated in post-mortem brains
of human AD patients where ID2 levels were suppressed while Sirt2 levels
were enhanced. Finally, the investigators utilized a mouse model of AD and
again saw the same inverse results between ID2 and Sirt2, but rescue with ID2
overexpression in this AD mouse model was sufficient to enhance K40 acetylation
and promote axon growth. These data identify a novel MT binding partner that is
critical for K40 acetylation and proper neuronal function.
K40 of Tubulin is Regulated by Multiple PTMs
While tubulin K40 was first identified as a target for acetylation, recent studies
have shown that it is also a target for tri-methylation (K40me3)(11). K40me3 has
been shown to be involved in mitosis and cytokinesis; however, its role in postmitotic cells such as neurons have not been investigated. Xie et al reported that
K40me3 sought to address this question and investigated the role of K40me3 in
post-mitotic neuronal cells(12). They found that K40me3 is enriched in neuronal
progenitor cells and in neurons in the cerebral cortex in embryonic day 14-16.
Knockdown of SETD2, the methyltransferase that modifies K40, resulted in
impaired neuronal migration that could be rescued with a K40me3 mimetic
mutant. K40me3 was preferentially associated with polymerized microtubules
in cells, and appeared to promote stabilized MTs in vitro. More so, depletion of
K40me3, via SETD2 knockdown, led to reduced MT abundance in neurites and
disrupted neuronal polarization. Interestingly, this data suggests that K40me3
and K40 acetylation may have overlapping effects, and their studies showed that,
α-TubK40me3 is increased after losing K40 acetylation. However, they noted
that k40me3 was sufficient to rescue morphological transition defects, but not
other noted changes like axon over branching which has been seen with K40
acetylation depletion in neurons. This suggests that there is still much to learn
about the interplay between these PTMS of tubulin, as well as their downstream
functions.
Summary
These studies highlight the importance of tubulin K40 acetylation in neurons
and the expansive crosstalk and interplay that exists between PTMs and their
regulatory proteins. Importantly, they all work in concert to properly fine tune MT
function in neurons, and disrupting these small, but important, modifications can
lead to deleterious neuronal function and ultimately disastrous neuropathology.
New studies continue to appear that shows that tubulin K40 acetylation is not only
important in neurons, but also plays a role in diseases like cancer, cardiovascular
and others(13, 14). Importantly, the successes of studying K40 acetylation has
paved the way towards investigation of other PTMs of tubulin; for example, a
recent article identified SUMOylation as a novel PTM of tubulin that can promote
MT catastrophe and impede MT polymerization(15). Cytoskeleton Inc., offers
reagents for studying the levels of endogenous PTMs such as acetylation and
SuMOylation within cells and we hope to aide investigators as they continue to
expand our knowledge in this exciting tubulin PTM field.
Coming Soon: Purified Acetylated Tubulin!
Email tservice@cytoskeleton.com with inquires.

Purified Tubulins and MAPs
Product

Amount

Cat #

Tubulin protein (97% pure)
Source : porcine brain

1 x 4 mg
1 x 40 mg

HTS03-A
HTS03-B

Microtubule associated protein rich fraction
Source : porcine brain

1 x 100 µg
5 x 100 µg

MAPF-A
MAPF-C

Tau protein
Source : bovine brain

1 x 50 µg
3 x 50 µg

TA01-A
TA01-B

Tubulin protein (>99% pure)
Source : porcine brain

1 x 1 mg
5 x 1 mg

T240-A
T240-B
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Cat. #

Signal-Seeker™ Phosphotyrosine Detection Kit
Signal-Seeker™ Phosphotyrosine Detection Trial Kit

30
10

BK160
BK160-S

Signal-Seeker™ Ubiquitination Detection Kit
Signal-Seeker™ Ubiquitination Detection Trial Kit

30
10

BK161
BK161-S

Signal-Seeker™ SUMOylation 2/3 Detection Kit
Signal-Seeker™ SUMOylation 2/3 Detection Trial Kit

30
10

BK162
BK162-S

Signal-Seeker™ Acetyl-Lysine Detection Kit
Signal-Seeker™ Acetyl-Lysine Detection Trial Kit

30
10

BK163
BK163-S

Signal-Seeker™ SUMOylation 1 Detection Kit
Signal-Seeker™ SUMOylation 1 Detection Trial Kit

30
10

BK165
BK165-S

Product

Amount

Cat. #

Acetyl-Lysine Affinity Beads

4 x 500 ul

AAC04-beads

Phosphotyrosine Affinity Beads

4 x 330 ul

APY03-beads

SUMO 2/3 Affinity Beads

2 x 400 ul

ASM24-beads

Control for IgG Beads

10 reactions

CIG01-beads

Acetyl-Lysine Control Beads

10 reactions

CIG02-beads

SUMO1 IP Control Beads

12 reactions

CIG03-beads

Control for Ubiquitin Affinity Beads

10 reactions

CUB02-beads

Ubiquitination Affinity Beads

40 reactions

UBA01-beads

Signal Seeker™ PTM Affinity Beads
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